Abstract-This paper studies the optimization of both the placement and controller parameters for Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs) to improve power system oscillation damping. For each BESS, dynamic power output characteristics of the power converter interface are modelled considering the power limit, State of Charge limit, and time constant. Then, a black-box mixed-integer optimization problem is formulated and tackled by interfacing time-domain simulation with a mixed-integer Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. The proposed optimization approach is demonstrated on the New England 39-bus system and a Nordic test system. The optimal results are also verified by time-domain simulation. To improve the applicability and efficiency of the proposed method, seasonal load changes and the minimum number of BESS units to be placed are considered. The proposed controller is also compared to other controllers to validate its performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
OWER system oscillation at a low frequency in the range of 0.2 to 2.5 Hz typically happens in interconnected power systems with weak tie-lines [1] . Traditionally, oscillation can be mitigated by fine-tuning the Power System Stabilizer (PSS) with each involved generator. However, for large interconnected power systems, such control requires a coordinated parameters-tuning scheme for many generators. This will inevitably involve different regulation entities and necessitate real-time reliable information shared among different control regions. Moreover, many researchers suggest using a centralized control system for online PSS tuning. However, this will also bring the challenges of time delays and communication costs among multiple interconnected regions. One alternative way is to use local FACTS devices such as SVC, TCSC, and STATCOM to offer extra damping support [2] - [4] . Basically, these devices are either passive elements or sources that alleviate system oscillations by controlling reactive power or varying the line admittances. Using renewable energy like wind power to provide extra inertia for oscillation damping or frequency regulation has also been considered [5] - [7] .
With the rapid development of battery technology and power electronic converters, more utility-scale Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs) have been deployed in power grids and begun to play important roles in grid operations. As an active source, a BESS can be used for load following or balancing as an ancillary service participating in grid operations and power markets [8] - [11] . Under normal conditions of a power system, a BESS is operated at its steady state, i.e. either charging or discharging in a scheduled mode. However, due to considerable initial investment of a BESS, its function can be further exploited to, e.g., helping to improve the damping against system-wide oscillations.
Many research activities about energy storage control to improve power system stability have been reported. Papers [12] and [13] propose a control method to increase the damping ratio of a target mode to a desired level by energy storage. In [14] and [15] , robust damping controllers are designed for multiple Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage devices in a multi-machine system by solving a constrained Min-Max optimization problem or a Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) optimization problem. Paper [16] proposes a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based oscillation damping controller optimized by heuristic dynamic programming and tested it on a two-area system with one energy storage device. Paper [17] proposes a damping controller based on a STATCOM equipped with energy storage. Paper [18] designs a damping controller based on proposed damping-torque indices. Ref. [19] proposes an anti-windup compensator for energy storage-based damping controller. Paper [20] applies the Port-Hamiltonian method to nonlinear BESS models to improve transient stability.
Besides the controller design for a single BESS device, another challenging problem is the placement of multiple BESSs. Most researchers investigated that problem from the viewpoint of energy management to minimize, e.g., operating costs. For instance, in [21] , the optimal siting and sizing problems of multiple BESSs for daily energy management of the distribution network have been studied. In [22] , research was conducted for the optimal scheduling and sizing of BESSs in a microgrid by the Vanadium Redox Battery systems.
Most existing studies on energy storage placement have been in the economic or steady-state aspects or at the distribution system level. Few studies have investigated the placement problem from the stability enhancement perspective for transmission systems. In [23] , the Genetic Algorithm is tested on the IEEE 14-bus system to determine the best sites to install energy storage devices for system voltage stability, whose controller parameters are predefined and not optimized together with the locations. In [24] , the controller parameters are optimized by Tabu-Search with the locations fixed. Therefore, the optimal BESS placement problem to improve system oscillation damping has not been studied well.
Compared to existing works, the contributions of this paper include: 1) establishing a simulation-based optimization framework for solving the BESS placement problem, which is more convincing than conventional small signal analysis; 2) co-optimizing the locations and controller parameters for multiple BESS units by a Mixed-integer Particle Swarm Optimization (for short, Mixed-PSO) algorithm; 3) cost analysis on BESS units in the proposed optimization framework. Typically, oscillations regarding inter-area modes are more concerned than local modes in grid operations, and if not damped well, those modes can be extremely harmful to power system stability. The goal of the proposed approach is to help damp a target inter-area mode with a desired damping ratio improvement without worsening the other modes.
In the rest of the paper, section II presents a BESS power output model for oscillation studies. Section III formulates the optimization problem with its objective and constraints. Section IV elaborates the detailed procedure of the proposed simulation-based optimization approach using Mixed-PSO. Then, case studies on the New England 39-bus system and Nordic test system are presented in Sections V and VI. Section VII studies the applicability of the proposed approach and its improvement. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. BESS MODEL FOR OSCILLATION DAMPING STUDY
As shown in Fig. 1 , a BESS typically consists of the storage part, i.e. battery cells, and a Power Conditioning System (PCS), which is typically composed of a DC/DC converter mainly for battery charging/discharging and a DC/AC converter to maintain the pre-specified voltage and power outputs for integration with the AC power grid. A battery cell can be represented by an equivalent voltage source nonlinearly depending on its SOC (State-Of-Charge), which is defined by (1) as the remaining energy divided by its total energy capacity Etotal. 
Most grid-related control strategies are implemented in the DC/AC part, and the cell voltage is maintained at a specific level by the DC/DC part or the battery mange system (BMS). Therefore, in this paper, the BESS will be modeled by its PCS focusing on the DC/AC part but simultaneously considering the nonlinearity of the cell via its SOC. In practice, the battery cell will be protected from deep charging or discharging for life-span considerations. The allowable SOC range is set between SOCmin and SOCmax in this paper. The equivalent circuit model considering SOC is illustrated in Fig. 2 . For system oscillation studies, the PCS of a BESS can be approximated by a first order transfer function shown in Fig. 3 like those in [12] and [24] - [26] , because in a typical P-Q decoupled control scheme for the PCS, active and reactive powers can be independently regulated to their reference values. Meanwhile, responses of power electronic devices (e.g. switching on or off) are typically much faster than electromechanical dynamics of synchronous generators. The effectiveness of this model for oscillation damping studies has been validated by experiments and analyses in [25] and [26] . 
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The power output model of the BESS is given by (2) and (3). Because the active power and frequency are more correlated in AC power systems, the proposed damping controller mainly adjusts the active power output (positive when battery discharges) using a frequency deviation signal while maintaining the reactive power output to zero, as shown in Fig. 3 . The terminal bus frequency  is used as the input signal for Pref. In Fig. 3 and (3), kes (>0) is the controller gain for each BESS and is directly associated with the objective function for optimization in the next section. Tes is the time constant of the BESS power converter and is set to 0.02 sec in simulations. Generally, it is much smaller than the inertia time constants of large generators [26] . In addition, the total energy capacity Etotal of a utility-scale BESS can range from about 2 to 300 MWh [27] . In this paper, a standard capacity of 10MWh is assumed for each BESS.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The overall problem is formulated as follows:
For an acceptable frequency deviation during power system oscillation, kes indicates the theoretically maximum power of the DC/AC converter used for damping improvement, so the objective (4) is to minimize the sum of kes values of all the BESSs, where, zi is a binary variable equal to 1 if and only if a BESS is placed at the ith bus. Respectively, constraints (5)- (8) require that the number of BESS units be equal to the given Nes, damping ratio k for a target mode not be less than a threshold (typically 5% in practice), damping ratios of the other electromechanical modes not decrease, and BESS controller gains should be within a defined range.
The values of kes,max and kes,min are related to the converter power limits. A larger kes,max may lead to more conservative optimization results (i.e. larger objective value) and make the algorithm run longer due to the bigger searching region. In this paper, the possible range of the kes value is determined by the following empirical approach: the power rating for most existing utility-scale BESS projects range from about 5 to The upper limit kes,max can be further manually adjusted by trial-and-error method depending on the studied systems scale.
IV. SIMULATION-BASED OPTIMIZATION SCHEME

A. Mixed-PSO
The problem defined by (4)- (8) is a non-convex, nonlinear mixed-integer optimization problem. Conventional gradientbased programming algorithms do not apply. A mixed integerencoding PSO (for short, Mixed-PSO) is introduced here to solve the problem. In a large power system with many buses, the number Nes of utility-scale BESSs to be placed is typically small. Thus, the searching space by the integer-encoding scheme can be smaller than that of the binary-encoding scheme, e.g. O(N Nes ) < O(2 N ) for N  25 and 1  Nes  5. Therefore, the direct-integer-encoding scheme is adopted here for locs. For kes, the real-number-encoding is used due to its continuous nature.
1) Encoding Scheme for Mixed-variables
2) Updating Formula
In the PSO, each solution vector is named as a "particle" representing its current "position" in the searching space. To update the solution vector, the so-called "velocity" vector is internally generated by the algorithm to update the "particle position" in each "generation" (i.e. iteration). The "velocity" uses a weighted sum of 1) the previous velocity, 2) the difference between the current and "individual best" positions, and 3) the difference between the current and "group best" positions. For an n-particle swarm in a D-dimensional space, they are shown in the following equations:
where,  is the "inertia" weight, i.e. the portion of the velocity component in the previous generation; Vid k+1 is the dth component of the ith speed vector in the (k+1)th generation; Xid k+1 is the dth component of the ith particle in the (k+1)th generation; Xid k is the dth component of the ith particle in the kth generation; Pid k is the dth component of the "individual best" position of the ith particle in the kth generation; Pgd k is the dth component of the "group best" particle position found until in the kth generation; r1, r2 are random constants drawn uniformly from [0,1]; c1, c2 are fixed non-negative numbers ("accelerating factors") for convergence purpose.
3) Checking Validity of the Solution (Particle)
The particle position and speed generated by the PSO should be within a valid range and satisfy certain explicit engineering conditions. For example, the elements of the location vector should be distinct during the optimization after updating. The algorithm given in Table I iteratively replaces duplicated elements by checking the nearest elements for any duplicate and replace it by the nearest different integer. 
B. Simulation-based Optimization
The proposed simulation-based optimization approach can be implemented by interfacing MATLAB with DIgSILENT: MATLAB is the environment to implement the Mixed-PSO algorithm and DIgSILENT is used as the simulation engine to check constraints and evaluate the objective function. Compared with the linearized methods (e.g. model-based small signal analysis), a merit of this simulation-based optimization is that the damping ratio of any oscillation mode under a disturbance can be calculated directly and accurately from time-domain simulation, which allows sufficient considerations of nonlinearities in power system models, such as the limits with excitation systems and BESS power converters. Via a flexible communication interface, DIgSILENT is called by MATLAB to execute simulation whenever the objective function or constraints need to be checked. Its communication with MATLAB is coded in a DPL (DIgSILENT Programming Language) file containing all necessary data structures fed by MALTAB. A flowchart of the proposed optimization scheme is shown in Fig. 4 . Note that two internal interface variables: ES_Locs and ES_kes are predefined in the DPL file to modify the grid model dynamically. Regarding the calculation of the modal damping ratio from the simulation curves, the TLS-ESPRIT (Total Lease SquareEstimation of Signal Parameters through Rotational Invariant Technique) method is implemented in MATLAB. Its basic procedure applies SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) twice: the first SVD is on the measurement matrix to extract the modal subspace Us; then the second SVD decomposes Us to get the optimal estimation for the so-called rotation matrix , whose eigenvalues contain all the modal information of the original signal. The TLS-ESPRIT is reported to be superior to conventional methods like Prony analysis in terms of less sensitivity to noises [28] [29] .
V. CASE STUDY I: NEW ENGLAND 39-BUS SYSTEM
A. System model and optimization result
The optimal BESS placement algorithm is firstly tested on the New England (NE) 39-bus system shown in Fig. 5 . Let the total number Nes of BESS units be 3. In DIgSILENT's default model, all inter-area oscillation modes have damping ratios k>5%. A modified model is adopted to reduce the damping ratio of the inter-area mode of 0.657Hz to 1.68% by increasing gains with the AVRs and governors of seven generators. Thus, the goal is to improve the damping ratio of that target mode to at least 5% with the minimum sum of elements in kes, c.f. (4). The mode rises mainly due to the oscillation between generator groups {g1, g10, g8} and {g9, g5, g7, g6, g4}. 
B. Effectiveness under different operating conditions
To investigate the placement results under different operating conditions, the following four scenarios are tested: "LoadDown" (active load reduced by 2.5%); "GenUp" (active generation increased by 2.5%); "GenLoadDown" (both active load and generation reduced by 2.5%); "GenDownUp" (a half of the generators increase active powers by 2.5% and the other half of generators decrease by 2.5%). Note that, in practice not all the scenarios need to be run, because in some scenarios the damping ratio of the target mode even without energy storage is already larger than the required damping ratio of 5%.
The considered scenarios and optimal solutions are listed in Table II . As in [30] , the Placement Similarity Index (PSI) is calculated for each case, i.e. the ratio of the locations same as those in the base case to all newly selected locations. From the table, the location results are basically consistent. Although kes values vary with the operating condition, in the real life, it is relatively easier to adjust them as controller parameters than to alter those fixed BESS sites when operating condition varies. 
C. Verification of the optimality
To better demonstrate the performance of the optimal solution for the original scenario, the following solutions are tested as shown in Table III : 1) #1 and #2, fixing the locs vector and randomly varying each kesi within a percentage of -5% to 25%; 2) #3 to # 5, fixing the kes vector and randomly changing each loci one-by-one.
The rotor angle curve of generator 1 (g1 in Fig. 5 ) is considered, which has the highest observability for the target mode on the rotor angles. The comparison results between our optimal solution and solutions with #1 to #5 are shown in Fig.  7 , where the highly nonlinear system responses in the first 1 second are ignored, and "w/o" stands for "the case without BESS". From Table III and Fig. 7 , the obtained solution can achieve local optimum with satisfactory performance. 
D. BESS outputs and SOC changes
Power responses (positive values mean exporting) of BESS units are illustrated in Fig. 8 
VI. CASE STUDY II: NORDIC TEST SYSTEM
A. System model and optimization result
The Nordic 20-generator 74-bus test system (operated at 50Hz) models a part of the northern European power grid and consists of four areas as shown in Fig. 9 [31] . The system is heavily loaded with large power transfers from the "North" area to the "Central" area. Originally, the system frequency is only controlled by the speed governors of the hydro generators in the "North" and "Equiv" areas. The thermal units of the "Central" and "South" areas do not participate in this control. "g20" is an equivalent generator with a large participation in primary frequency control.
The original DIgSILENT model has enough damping for each mode. Thus, a modified system was generated by increasing the gains of the AVRs of six generators. Then, an inter-area mode at 0.537Hz with 1.15% damping ratio was selected as the target mode here.
The disturbance considered in simulation is a three-phase temporary fault on Line 4032-4044 at 1 sec and cleared at 1.1 sec. The disturbance is simulated for 50 seconds. This heavy loaded line lies on the critical system oscillation interface.
Parameters of the PSO are: c1=2, c2=2, =0.9, P=30 (maximum populations) and I=35 (maximum iterations), and kes= [5, 100] 
B. Effectiveness under different operating conditions
Beside the base condition, three other operating conditions "LoadDown", "GenLoadDown" and "GenDownUp" are tested, similar to those with the NE 39-bus system. The results in Table IV show the robustness of the optimal solution since two of three locations are unchanged. 1.170 5.031 300.00 0.67
C. Verification of the optimality
The rotor angle of generator 18 (g18 in Fig. 9 ) is chosen to illustrate the local optimality of the solution with the base operating condition. It is compared to solutions with slight changes in the kes vector (#1 and #2) and the locs vector (#3 to #5) as shown in Table V and Fig. 10 . 
D. BESS outputs and SOC changes
The power responses of BESS units are shown in Fig. 11 . The SOC changes of three BESSs are given below, which are small at the end of oscillation: 
VII. APPLICABILITY STUDIES
This section further investigates the applicability of the proposed approach and then improves its performance.
A. Consideration of Seasonal Load Changes
Seasonal load changes can be modeled by a series of different loading levels. In order to accommodate the optimization formulation to multiple loading levels, the following modification is adopted:
{1, 2,..., } (13)
1 2 (15)
where L is the total number of different seasonal loading levels to be considered,  l k is the damping ratio of the target mode under the l-th loading level. Thus, damping ratios of the target mode under all the loading levels will be checked simultaneously. This new formulation is tested on both systems as follows.
For the NE system, assume the normal loading level and a high loading level (+20%). The optimal location and controller gain vectors are found to be locs = [23, 38, 5] 
B. Determination of the Number of BESSs by Cost Analysis
Generally speaking, the overall investment cost of the placed BESS units depends on both the energy capacities of battery cells and the power capacities of the power electronic converters. The BESS number can be empirically determined by the following two steps:
1) Run the proposed optimization for a reasonable range of Nes based on engineering judgement or a priori knowledge. For instance, in [14] , Nes is equal to the number of interested inter-area modes needed for damping improvement. In this paper, Nes is examined from 1 to 6 for the two studied systems.
2) Estimate the investment cost based on the optimization results by using the following cost-evaluation model: This model prices the power converter cost and battery cell cost separately as two major portions in the overall investment. The other costs, e.g. the installation cost, tax and regulation cost, are assumed to be already contained by those two costs. The meanings of symbols in (16) are: CostConv and CostCell are respectively the costs for the power converter and battery cells; Obj is the objective value of the optimal solution of problem (4)- (8); SBase is the MVA base equal to 100MVA; Cost1 and Cost2 are respectively the unit costs for 1) the power converter in terms of the power capacity and 2) the battery cells in terms of the energy capacity. They take $421.43/kW and $218.52/kWh respectively, inferred from Tesla Powerwall [32] ; E=10 MWh is the energy capacity of each BESS; ||max is the maximum possible frequency deviation (p.u.) to be considered.
A larger ||max can lead to a more conservative estimation result for the power capacity of BESS converters while smaller||max may cause insufficient damping support. Since larger frequency deviation will be typically covered by Remedial Action Schemes (RAS) such as Under Frequency Load Shedding and generator tripping schemes [33] , the BESS units are expected to help damp oscillations before RAS actions. Moreover, the low frequency oscillation is essentially a small-signal stability problem typically caused by a small disturbance. Therefore, ||max = 0.01 p.u. (e.g. 0.6Hz for 60Hz system) is assumed here in the BESS cost evaluation.
The final comparison results are shown in Tables VI and  VII: for the NE 39-bus system, two BESS units are enough to provide necessary oscillation damping supports; for the Nordic test system, at least three BESS units are needed. 
C. Searching Efficiency Improvement for PSO
The computational complexity of a classic PSO algorithm is in O(PIT), where P is the population size, I is the maximum iteration number and T is the time cost for objective function evaluation in each time which is roughly equal to the single-run transient simulation time of the power grid.
An alternative analytical approach for BESS placement is to find the locations with the highest modal observabilities regarding the target mode. By small-signal analysis, the normalized modal observabilities on generator speeds are listed in Table VIII for the NE 39-bus system. However, sequentially picking the top-Nes locations based on the above observabilities might not guarantee the optimality of the locations. The reason is that the proposed simulation-based optimization uses detailed simulation models. For example, suppose that all kes,i have the same value, e.g. 20 for the NE system; then using the locations [38, 34, 35] with top-3 observabilities for BESS placement, the damping ratio of the target mode is 5.169%, lower than damping ratio 5.221% with the previously optimized locations [35, 36, 38] having kes,i=20. Thus, the proposed simulation-based optimization approach can give more credible optimal solutions than the aforementioned analytical approach.
From the optimization results in Sections V and VI, although the optimal locations consist of both generator buses and non-generator buses, the locations are often on or close to generator buses. Thus, to enhance the searching efficiency of the proposed Mixed-PSO algorithm, the candidate-bus set is reduced to the set of all generator buses and the top-m closest buses to each generator bus, so as to reduce the population size P of the PSO method. In the following, m=1 is considered. For the NE 39-bus system, still let Nes = 3 and run the improved PSO procedure only for reduced candidate buses. The comparison plots for the iteration curves are shown in Fig.  12 . It is obvious that the improved PSO algorithm converges earlier at the 19 th iteration than before, i.e. at the 23 rd iteration. For the Nordic test system, a similar test is done.
The test results on both systems are summarized in Table  IX , where the "Old result" stands for the baseline result in Sections V and VI and the "New result" is obtained by the improved PSO method. It can be observed that using generators and nearby buses to initialize the Mixed-PSO population provides a good initial solution, especially for the discrete part (i.e. locations) of each particle. This measure helps to speed up the convergence of the searching process. Regarding the solution optimality, for NE 39-bus system, this new scheme achieves a smaller objective function value. For a larger system like the Nordic system, it yields a slightly bigger objective function value though still close to the old result. 22 .5577] with damping ratio of the target mode at 5.005%. Then, set Ti of the above PI controller at 0.01, 0.1 and 1 (s) for a comparison with the proposed controller defined by (2) and (3) in this paper. The resultant damping ratios are respectively 3.826%, 4.055% and 5.151%. With an integrator added, the performance of the PI controller in terms of the damping ratio of the target mode becomes worse when Ti is small. Although a larger Ti may bring certain improvement, the price is the much larger BESS power overshoot during the transient period as illustrated in Fig. 13 . As a result, that will cause higher power capacity ratings for power converters and hence higher investment costs, which is undesired. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a simulation-based optimization approach for the optimal placement and control parameter settings of multiple BESS units to improve oscillation damping in a power transmission system. The approach employs a Mixed-Integer PSO method to solve the optimization problem and is tested on two power systems. The optimality of the given optimal solution and the impacts of operating conditions on the solution are studied. The proposed optimization scheme can accommodate seasonal load changes and can be applied for cost analysis regarding BESS units. The controller assumed in the BESS model is compared with another typical type of controllers in the existing literature to validate its superiority.
